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The Burevestnik, a nuclear-powered unlimited-range cruise missile, has been highly touted by Russian
officials since it was announced in 2018. Maxim Shipenkov / EPA / TASS

Russia plans to resume tests of its Burevestnik nuclear-powered missile, a move that risks
reigniting an arms race with the United States just as the countries appeared on course to
renew nuclear arms deal extension talks, according to a new analysis of satellite images. 

Researchers noted high levels of activity at the dismantled test site for the Burevestnik
nuclear-powered unlimited-range cruise missile on the Novaya Zemlya archipelago off of
mainland Russia. NATO dubs the missile Skyfall.

Related article: U.S., Russia Edge Back Towards Talks on Nuclear Arms Pact

Planet Lab photographs taken on Sept. 20 showed a rebuilt launch pad, a helicopter landing
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pad and several shipping containers at the Pankovo test site, the researchers Michael
Duitsman and Jeffrey Lewis said.

Russia had dismantled the Pankovo site in 2018 after a failed test of the Burevestnik in
November 2017. Russia tested a total of four Burevestnik missiles between November 2017 and
February 2018, each reportedly resulting in a crash.

An attempt to recover one of the missiles in August 2019 from the Barents Sea led to an
explosion and the deaths of five Russian nuclear engineers.

“The activity and new construction are consistent with a resumption of test flights of the
Burevestnik,” Duitsman and Lewis of the Middlebury Institute of International Studies said. 

CNN reported Tuesday that two unnamed U.S. officials told the outlet that they are aware of
Russia’s preparations.

“The United States and Russia seem to be stumbling into a new arms race,” Lewis told CNN. 

The analysis came out as Russia and the U.S. edged closer to breaking an impasse in long-
running talks aimed at extending the New START treaty. New START limits both sides to 1,550
deployed warheads but is due to expire next February.

Russia's Foreign Ministry signaled a willingness to compromise, saying Tuesday it would
agree to a U.S. demand for a one-year freeze on developing weapons. U.S. officials said shortly
afterward they were ready to meet Russian diplomats as soon as possible. 

New START, which Moscow and Washington signed in 2010, does not cover Burevestnik and
other advanced weapons that President Vladimir Putin unveiled during his re-election
campaign in 2018.

AFP contributed reporting.
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